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Speaking Points:

•	 Be sure to present	  goal and strategy ideas to stakeholders, and use their input	  to
assure that	  goals and strategies reflect	  broad buy-‐in.

•	 Engage stakeholders early to hear their thoughts and ensure their backing, and take
the opportunity to challenge stakeholders to think of how they could help support	  
and advance these strategies.

•	 Goals and strategies that	  kindle interest	  and excitement	  can be criIcal to capturing
the public’s interest	  and sImulaIng their understanding of and involvement	  in the
CESP. Keep goals and strategies visible as discussion moves to actual on-‐the-‐ground
acIons to include in the CESP – this helps keep discussion on target	  and builds
momentum for implemenIng the plan.
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Speaking Points:

WHAT: Informed by the results of the energy profile, tangible long-‐term goals and
nearer-‐term strategies provide a pathway from the conceptual energy vision to
concrete, cost-‐effecIve acIons. (We’ll discuss acIons a liKle later on today, but	  these
are the wide range of policy, program, and project	  opIons a jurisdicIon might	  chose to
take on to accomplish goals/strategies.)

WHY: Clearly defined goals and strategies will form the framework for the rest	  of the
plan’s design and guide decisions about	  what	  acIons (including policies, programs, and
projects) will be proposed. Goals and strategies also help to communicate the specific
value of efforts to key audiences and provide a basis for tracking and measuring
progress.	  
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Speaking Points:

Energy goals represent	  high level, medium to long-‐term targets, o;en for broad energy
use sectors or government	  jurisdicIons that	  will move the community toward its vision.
To be most	  effecIve, goals should arIculate broad targets or behaviors desired for the
future and idenIfy what	  must	  be accomplished.

Goals are most	  effecIve if they are easy to communicate and clear to follow. Develop
the CESP goals in the form of “SMART” goals:

Specific – Ensure goals are clear and have enough detail that	  what	  it	  will take to meet	  
them is easy to understand. For example: “Reduce energy use, both electric and fossil	  
fuel, in Smallville’smunicipal buildings”.

Measureable – Ensure there is a way to assess whether the goal has been met. For
example: “Reduce energy use, both electric and fossil fuel, in Smallville’s municipal
buildings	  by 20%	  over 2009 levels”.

A>ainable – Establish goals that	  are a stretch to achieve, but	  be sure they are feasible –
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Speaking Points:

Plans usually contain more than one kind of goal – combine different	  goals in different	  
“topic areas” that	  support	  the vision.

Include a “headline” goal to describe an overall target. These are examples of those
types of goals.

Then delineate goals by energy use sector and/or agency jurisdicIon and set	  one or
more high-‐level goals for each category that	  resonates. For example:
Local government	  CESP – Government	  buildings, other operaIons, transportaIon
expenditures

Community-‐wide CESP – Buildings (residenIal, commercial, and industrial) and
community-‐wide transportaIon
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Be sure to frame goal statements so that	  they provide a basis for understanding progress:

•	 Frame goals in terms that	  are related to local priori<es. For example, if the vision seeks to aKain
economic development	  and job creaIon, frame goals in terms of jobs created or new businesses
aKracted.

•	 Frame goals by how progress	  will	  be measured and recognized (the metric or key indicator to be
monitored). For example: aKain a defined reducIon (actual or %) in a given metric (e.g., kWh, cost	  
savings, vehicle miles traveled, fossil-‐fuel consumpIon).

Decide at what	  level targets should be set:

•	 The “right” level depends on the nature of the government	  or community, how it	  uses energy, and
the potenIal for change.

•	 Review the energy data	  from Step 4. It will provide informaIon on trends, performance,
opportuniIes, and needs, all of which can help idenIfy a reasonable rate for future progress.

•	 Evaluate past	  projects and best	  pracIces of higher-‐performing faciliIes or programs to determine the
feasibility of transferring these pracIces to other parts of the government	  operaIons or community.

•	 Review goals of other similar jurisdicIons to assess potenIal for your community or operaIons.

•	 If appropriate, sign on to regional and naIonal iniIaIves – they will o;en provide structure, support,
and technical assistance, along with an appropriate target	  range. For example, the DOE BeKer
Buildings Challenge encourages building owners to “Make reduce energy use across building
por;olios by 20%	  by 2020”. Support	  is provided through technical assistance and proven soluIons to
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Speaking Points:

While goals provide high-‐level targets in terms of broad categories, strategies provide
more detailed sub-‐goals or objecIves that	  begin to break down the goal into focused
and measurable components. Strategies are designed to arIculate the specific
approaches that	  collecIvely will achieve the goals.

The same basic rules of thumb for effec<ve	  goal statements hold for statements of
strategy

Ideas for idenIfying strategies can also come from the energy assessment	  – review the
result	  of the profile prepared in Step 4 and target	  areas with:
• Highest	  impact	  to savings in energy and/or costs.

• The most	  room for improvement	  in energy and/or costs.

• Great	  success – do more of what	  you know works!
• The most	  government	  and community strengths and resources.

• ConnecIons to other community prioriIes (e.g., job creaIon, educaIon).

• OpportuniIes to make changes easily – early successes are good publicity.
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Speaking Points:

•	 There are advantages of adopIng energy-‐related goals that	  incorporate or address
other community needs. Such shared outcomes can help establish support	  for the
plan’s elements. For example: Increased transit	  ridership saves energy and reduces
traffic congesIon; saving energy in school buildings will increase available budgets
for other expenditures, such as teacher salaries.

•	 Local leaders – government, business, civic, environmental – who are engaged in the
process of seLng goals and choosing prioriIes are more likely to contribute to
successful execuIon of the plan.
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